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Abstract: Along with the development of smart grid, demand response becomes the key character of it. Traditional method is unable
to simulate the effect of the demand response to the power system operation. Intelligent engineering theory provides us a useful tool to
address such difficulty. Based on the intelligent engineering, kinds of demand response resource are integrated and treated as efficiency
power plant (EPP), an power system production simulation method with the multi agent computing approach is presented to simulate
the EPP, among which generation agent (GA), efficiency power plant (EPPA),as well as the coordination agent(CA) is established. CA
make the generation scheduling according to the bidding price of the power plant aiming to balance the power demand and supply, GA
and EPPA adjust its bidding strategies on the basis of clear price and the profits received. Comparison with equivalent energy function
and sequence operation method, as well as analysis and calculation of the reliability indicator of EPP has been carried out based on the
IEEE RTS 79 system demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach.
Keywords: Intelligent Engineering, Demand Response, Efficiency Power Plant, Probabilistic Production Simulation

1 Introduction
In order to meet the challenges of energy shortage
and resources limitation, smart grid will become the
development trend of the electricity sector in the near
future. Consumer can interact with grid according to their
objectives and the amounts of shiftable load [1].In the
smart grid, power planning takes into account both the
conventional plants and the resources in demand side,
which can be integrated into Efficiency Power Plant
(EPP). Obviously, EPP can reduce the demand for
electricity so as to optimize the resource allocation and
improve the efficiency of electricity use at the same
time[2].
With the gradual development of smart grid, it is
necessary to take into account EPP’s effect in terms of
power source optimization and power system operation
analysis. Therefore, we have done some research on
power system production simulation considering EPP
resource.
Traditionally, Equivalent Energy Function Method
and Monte Carlo Sampling Method are used to analyze
power system operation.Paper[3,4,5]introduced the
principle and calculation processes of Equivalent Energy
Function Method, and estimated the reliability of power
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system
with
power
plants
have
energy
constraints.Paper[6]made an introduction of principles
and characteristics of three basic Monte Carlo Simulation
algorithms, Sequential Simulation, Non-sequential
Simulation and Pseudo-sequential Simulation, expounded
the idea and procedure of Monte Carlo method in
reliability calculation of power system and analyzed the
convergence of this approach. However, equivalent load
duration curve used in the Equivalent Energy Function
Method is an approximate method, and it fails to separate
load of different reliability requirements. Moreover, large
scale of computation in the Monte Carlo Method will cost
a lot of time, thus accuracy of the result will be difficult to
achieve.
Considering the drawbacks of above traditional
methods, Paper[7]and [8] proposed Sequence Operation
Method that are suit for Integrated Resource Planning and
Probabilistic Production Simulation in power market
based on sequence operation theory. This method takes
resources in supply and demand sides, as well as loads of
different reliability requirements into account, and treats
production simulation as the matching process between
supply and demand. During the supply-demand balance
process, sequence operation method sort different
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resources in supply and demand sides according to their
economic index, and terminate the process when it
reaches equilibrium. Then economic and reliability
indicators can be calculated consequently. However,
based on the fixed order of the supply resource and the
load, the sequence operation method ignore the ability of
the resource in the supply side and some load could adjust
it output during operation.
With the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Agent simulation technology, Intelligent Engineering,
which is based on Neural Network, Fuzzy system and AI,
can reflect the behaviors of individuals and the way they
adjust their behaviors, as well as how the whole system
evolve to the optimal state, it has been utilized widely in
power development strategy[9]and power grid planning
[10].
Based on Intelligent Engineering theory, this paper
proposes a multi agent computing approach to carry out
the simulation of both conventional units and EPPs
considering forced outage of units. Then, economic
indicators and reliability indicators of the system can be
calculated. Finally, comparison of agent simulation
method with Equivalent Power Function Method and
Serialization Method, as well as the case study of RTS-79
considering EPPs verifies the validity of the proposed
method.

2 Intelligent Engineering Hybrid Model
Intelligent
Engineering
extends
traditional
mathematical model and uses generalized model to depict
mapping relationship in the complex systems. Moreover,
in the generalized model, mapping f is used to reflect a
certain relationship between any set X and Y :
f :x→y

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y

(1)

Generalized model is consisted of the following five
kinds of models: mathematical model, rule model, fuzzy
reasoning model, neural network model and hybrid model.

Ui increase with the increment of the good
consumption ci
2
2) ∂∂ cU2i > 0(i = 1...n)
i

marginal utility decrease progressively.

2.2 Decision making process
Agent aims to maximize its payoff and the decision
making process can be described as follows:
v(s, π ) = ∑ β t E(ut |π , s0 = s)

β ∈ [0, 1]

where s0 is the initial state, ut is the payoff received at
hour t;β is the coefficient;agent will adjust its production
in response to the change in the external environment and
′
′
′
reach a new statev(s , π ) after adopting strategy π .
At the same time, other agent in the system will adjust
strategy Ai according to its state Si rSi = A1 , A2 , . . . An |Si
R = rS0 , rS1 , . . . rSn Therefore, utility of the whole system
can be described as follows:
U = u(U1 ) + u(U2) + u(U3) + . . . + u(Un) = ∑1≤i Ui = ∑1≤i1≤ j Cim

(4)
After every agent choose its strategy π , all the agent
set Agt = agt1 , agt2 , . . . agtn will come into the state of the
whole system s = (s1 , s2 , . . . sn ),among which
si ∈ §i (i = 1, 2, . . . n).State of the whole system as hour t
can be described as st .
Assumption:
Generally, relations of the agent are non-cooperative ,
if agent agti change its strategy from πi to fi ,just as follows:
∀S0 , π

v(s, π ) = v0 (s0 , π0 )

(5)

S k fi = (s1 , s2 , . . . sn )

(6)

and

then
S k fi

and

and
′

′

v(s, π ) = u(s, aπ ) + β Σ (s |s, aπ )v(s , π )

2.1 Agent model
Agent model combines two different models above
and creates an intelligent space, which can be regarded as
a hybrid model[11].In the agent model, agent can be
described as:
agti =< S, A, u, p >
(2)
where agti is agent i;S refers to the intelligent space, A
refers to the action space;u : S × A → R refers to the utility
matrix that Agent received,p : S × A → △ represents the
transformation function matrix.
The utility of agent can be described as
Ui = Ui (ci1 , ci2 ...cim )
1) ∂∂Ucii > 0(i = 1...n)
c 2015 NSP
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(3)

′

′

′

ui (s , π ) ← ui (s, π )
if

′

′

uti s (t) k fi ≤ uti (s (t) )

then

′

s (t) = s(t)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

′ (t)

where s is the dynamic equilibrium state arrived after
interaction between agents at hour t.
Thus, evolution of complex systems can be expressed
by intelligent path set PB which link initial state set S0 and
target state set D:
(S0 , D) → PB

(11)
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Therefore, the approach then becomes to solve
B =< S0 , D, PB >,and m-1 intermediate states between S0
and D form an ordered sequence S0 , D1 , D2 , . . . D and
PB1 , PB2 , . . . PBm .Then we can get m states in the solving
process,as shown in Fig.1:
B11 =< S0 , D1 , PB1 >
B12 =< D1 , D2 , PB2 >
B1m =< Dm−1 , D, PBm >
B = B11 ∩ B11 ∩ . . . B1m , PB = PB1 , PB2 , . . . PBm

(12)
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nuclear power, etc. Firstly, operating state of the
conventional units is simulated by sampling method.
Then the process is carried out repeatedly to simulate the
stochastic forced outage of the units approximately. GAs
select bidding strategies aiming to maximize their payoffs
and its objective function is:
Max fi = λ PGAi TGAi Xi,t − Ci PGAi TGAi Xi,t

(16)

s.t.PGAimin ≤ PGAi ≤ PGAimax

(17)

QGAimin ≤ QGAi ≤ QGAimax

(18)

(tup (i) − Tiup )(Xi,t−1 − Xi,t ) ≥ 0

(19)

(tdown (i) − Tidown )(Xi,t−1 − Xi,t ) ≥ 0

(20)

(13)
(14)
(15)

B = B11 ∩ B11 ∩ . . . B1m , PB = PB1 , PB2 , . . . PBm

Fig. 1: Intelligent path and its solving mechanism

3 Agent-based Production Simulation Model
considering EPPs
In smart grid, power companies and consumers
adjust their strategies and behaviors in order to maximum
their profits. Agent-based model can simulate individual’s
autonomous response behaviors ideally, so it can be used
to simulate the autonomies of power companies,
consumers, and the interactions between individuals and
the grid. Also, further analysis on the reliability of grid in
interactive mode can be carried out.

3.1 Model Design
The proposed model is consisted of three kinds of
entities: power generation enterprises, power consumers
and grid. So the Agent-based production simulation
model considering EPPs includes Generation Agent
(GA), EPP Agent (EPPA) and Coordination Agent (CA).

3.2 Generation Agent
Generation Agents represent various conventional
generator units, such as thermal power, hydropower and

(21)

where λ is the clear price in the market;PGAi is the power
generation of generator agent i;TGAi is the total operation
time of generator agent i;Xi,t is the status of generator i at
hour t,and generator i is on (Xi,t = 1) at hour t;tup (i) and
tdown (i) refer to the duration during which unit i is
continuously ON/OFF; Tiup and Tidown refer to the
minimum up/down time of generator i;Ci PGAi is the cost
function of generator i;QGAi is the reactive power of the
generator i;PGAimin , PGAimax and QGAimin ,QGAimax refer to
the minimum and maximum output of the active and
reactive power of generator i. According to paper[12],cost
function of generator i can be described as follows:
2
Ci (PGAi ) = αi PGAi
+ βi PGAi + γi

(22)

where αi , βi , γi refers to the coefficient of the cost function.
Generator i bids according to their marginal cost as
follows:

λi PGAi =

dCi (PGAi )
= 2αi PGAi + βi
dPGAi

(23)

Generator evaluates its profit and adjusts its bidding
strategy, as shown in Equation(24)

λi (t + 1) = ϕGAi (λi (t), fi , PGAi )

(24)

where ϕGAi is the adjusting coefficient of the generator i;t
refers to the operation time.

3.3 Efficiency Power Plant Agent
In the smart grid, consumers can interact with the grid
so as to reduce their cost. Therefore, the efficiency power
plant can be characterized by the way consumer responses
to the price change in the market, and it can be described
as follows:
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3.3.1 Energy Saving EPP
Energy can be saved by replacing the high energy
consumption equipment with energy saving equipment to
save energy, for example, high efficiency motor, high
efficiency appliance, and the saved energy can be treated
as energy resources, thus output of this kind of EPP is the
difference between these two kinds of equipment[13], as
illustrated in Equation(25)
PEPPi (t) = Pc (t) − Psaving(t)

Moreover, these two EPPs aim to maximize their
payoffs in response to the price changes in the market,
their target and constraint can be described as follows:
Max f j = Σ λ PEPP j TEPP j − C j (PEPP j TEPP j )

(25)

where PEPPi (t) is the output of the energy saving
EPP;Pc (t) and Psaving (t) refer to the output of the
traditional and replaced equipment respectively.
So, cost of energy saving EPP can be calculated as
follows:
Ci (PEPPi ) = Ci (Psaving ) − Ci (Pc )
(26)
where Ci (PEPPi ) is the cost function of energy saving
EPP;Ci (Psaving ) and Ci (Pc ) is the cost of buying high
efficiency and traditional equipment respectively.
Given that energy saving EPP is a reduction of the
load curve, so, energy saving EPP chooses the fixed
bidding strategy, and the profit can be calculated as
follows:
fi = TEPPi ∑ λ PEPPi − Ci (PEPPi TEPPi )

(27)

s.t.PEPPimin ≤ PEPPi ≤ PEPPimax

(28)

(32)

s.t.0 ≤ PEPP j (t) ≤ Pload (t)

(33)

QEPP jmin ≤ QEPP j ≤ QEPP jmax

(34)

∑ PEPP j (kt) ≤ Pload (k)

(35)

where C j (PEPP j TEPP j ) is the cost of the transferable and
interruptable EPP;TEPP j is the operation period of the
EPP;PEPP jmin is the minimum output of the EPP, for
interruptable EPP,PEPP jmin = 0;PEPP jmax the maximum
output of the EPP;∑ PEPP j (kt) is the load that shifted from
hour k to hour t.
Also, EPP adjust its bidding strategy at hour t
according to its output and profit received at hour t − 1, as
shown in Equation(36)

λ j (t + 1) → λ j (t) + ξ (λ , λ j (PEPP j ), f j )

(36)

where ξ the adjustment coefficient; f j is the profit received.

3.4 Coordination Agent

QEPPimin ≤ QEPPi ≤ QEPPimax

(29)

where PEPPimin , PEPPimax , QEPPimin , QEPPimax refer to the
minimum and maximum of the active power and reactive
power of the energy saving EPP respectively.

Aiming to minimize the operation cost, coordination
agent take decisions for committing generators depend on
the bidding price and output of the power plant and the
power demand under the network constraint. Then, Loss of
Load Probability and Expected Energy Not Served during
the time interval T can be calculated, CA aims to minimize
the operation cost of the system:
Min f = Σ Vi (PGAi ) + Σ V j (PEPP j )

3.3.2 Transferable and Interruptable EPP
Transferable and Interruptable EPP modifies the load
in response to the system condition, for example, shifting
them to off-peak periods or trimming the peak loads.
Assuming that output of these two EPPs varies with the
clear price in the market, and it is described as follows:
PEPP j (t) = bEPP j λ

(30)

where PEPP j1(t) and PEPP j2(t) refer to the output of the
transferable and interruptable EPP respectively;bEPP j is
the coefficient of the output-price function.
EPPs bidding according to their cost, as illustrated
below:
(31)
λ j (PEPP j ) = bEPP j + cEPP j PEPP j
where bEPP j and cEPP j is the coefficient of its bidding
price and output.
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s.t.

∑ PGAi + ∑

i∈ G

(37)

PEPP j − Pload − Ploss(PGAi , Pload ) = 0

j∈ EPP

(38)
PTran (PGAi , Pload ) ≤ PTran,max

(39)

where Vi and V j refers to the operation cost of the
traditional generator and EPP;Ploss (PGAi , Pload )is the line
loss; PTran (PGAi , Pload ) is the power transmitted in line i;
PTran,max is the maximum transmission capability.
Coordination agent calculates the market clear price
according the bidding price and the power demand and
supply, and then makes the scheduling plan, as shown in
Equation(40) and Equation(41)
B(t) = (λ1 (t), PGA1 (T )), . . . (λn (t), PGAn (T )), . . . (λEPPi (t), PEPPi (T ))

(40)
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λ1 (t) ≤ λ1 (t), . . . λn (t)

(41)

P(t) ≥ PLoad

(42)

∑ PGAi (t) = PLoad , λ (t) = λm (t)

(43)

P(t) ≤ PLoad

(44)

λ (t) = λn (t)

(45)
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if

then
1≤i

else

Fig. 2: Coordination mechanism of agent

3.6 Simulation flow chart
Ploss = PLoad − Pt

(46)

where Ploss refers to loss of energy.
Finally, LOLP and EENS can be calculated as
follows:

Σ tloss
T

(47)

8760Σ Plosstloss
T

(48)

LOLP =

EENS =

In this paper, communication and coordination
between agents can be seen in the flow chart as shown in
Fig 3.

where tloss refers to the duration during when power supply
can not meet the demand;Plosstloss is the loss of energy.

3.5 Coordination Mechanism
Fig 2 shows a simplified architecture of the proposed
multi-agent approach. For intelligent scheduling of
generators, GA can communicate and share information
with CA, and coordination between generators can be
possible via CA. After GA and EPPA check their up and
down output constraints, CA sorts the generator in
ascending order of their bidding price, and then commits
the generator. GA and EPPA adjust its bidding strategy at
hour t based on the clear price delivered at hour t − 1 by
the CA. Finally, LOLP and EENS can be calculated when
the CA terminates the proposed multi-agent approach at
hour T .

Fig. 3: Flow chart of the simulation

Step 1: This stage is designed to initialize parameters
of the generators, as well as read the load curve.
Step 2: Assigning the iteration time T=24, and
starting iteration time t=0. Similarly, simulation time
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count is set to zero and its maximum value max is set to
100.
Step 3: According to the FOR of the generator, its
operation status matrix can be got by monte carlo sampling
method.
Step 4: GA choose to bid on the basis of (22), and
sends its output and bidding price to the CA, so it is with
the EPPA.
Step 5: CA sorts the generators in ascending order
of their bidding price, and the market clear price can be
calculated on the basis of the power supply and demand,
and delivered to the GA and EPPA consequently.
Step 6: GA and EPPA evaluate its profit and adjust
bidding strategy based on (23) and (35).
Step 7: The iteration time t increased by 1, if t is less
than T, go to step 4; else, go to step 8.
Step 8:The simulation times count increased by 1, if
count is less than max, t is set to zero and return to step
4;else go to step 9.
Step 9: EENS and LOLP can be calculated , terminate
the iteration and output the result.

4 Validation
In this paper, validation analysis have been
conducted by comparing the multi-agent approach and
equivalent energy function and sequence operation
method.

4.1 Comparing to the equivalent energy
function
According to case 4-4 in paper[5],peak load of the
system is 82MW, and the energy supply is consisted of
three generators, whose capacity is 40MW, 40MW,20MW
respectively, with the coal consumption of 400g, 400g,
450g every kWh.

Table 1: Simulation results compared to EEF method
EEF
Agent Method Difference
EENS 52.21
50.43
-3.41%
LOLP
0.14
0.13
-6.80%

As shown in Table 1, the LOLP and EENS in the
agent model is close to the results acquired in the EEF
method, and difference between them are 3.41% and
6.8% respectively. The reason for this difference is
because the load curve used in the EEF method is
transformed to equivalent load duration curve, error will
occur during the transformation process, while
chronological load curve used in the agent method
without the transformation may offer additional accuracy.
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4.2 Comparing to the sequence operation
method

Table 2: Results compared with the series methods
Real
Sequence Operation
Agent
LOLE d/a
1.37
1.34
1.35
LOLP
0.00%
2.31%
-1.61%

Table 2 illustrates the difference of using sequence
operation method[14]and agent method to calculate the
reliability index of the IEEE RTS 79 system[15]. It can be
seen that difference of these two methods are 2.31% and
1.61% comparing to the results in paper[16].So, the
results derived from the simulation by agent model are
closed to the values acquired in reality, thus it can be used
to simulate the power system operation considering the
demand response resource, as well as the EPP resources.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, based on the intelligent engineering
theory, a multi agent computing approach is presented in
this paper to carry out the production simulation of the
power system, among which different rules and principles
of the agents are established. Comparison to the
traditional equivalent energy function and sequence
operation method verifies the validation of the multi agent
computing approach. Thus, agent simulation approach
can be used to simulate production of the power system
considering EPPs. Future research will be focused on the
different initial state and its effect on:1) the equilibrium
′
′
state uti s (t) k fi ≤ uti (s (t) ) 2)the intelligent path
B =< S0 , D, PB >.
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